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Luvele Vibe Blender System

Voltage: 220-240 V 
Frequency: 50 - 60 Hz
Watts: 1500 W     

Height (with 2-litre PE Jug on base): 50 cm
Width: 20 cm
Depth: 27 cm

LVBS1500AUS / LVBS1500UK / LVBS1500EU

Voltage: 110 V 
Frequency: 50 - 60 Hz

Watts: 1500 W    

Height (with 2-litre PE Jug on base): 50 cm
Width: 20 cm
Depth: 27 cm

LVBS1500USA (USA model)

For the best experience we recommend that you read the instruction booklet from start to 

finished before using your new Luvele Vibe Blender



   Please read all instructions before using the Luvele Vibe Blender System. 
   Keep these instructions for future reference.

• Remove all packaging before using your Luvele Blender for the first time.

• Do not place Blender near the edge of a bench or table during operation. 

• Ensure the surface is level, free of liquids or other substances.

• Do not place your Blender on or near a hot stove or oven.

• Do not immerse the blender base in water or other liquids.

• Do not place any parts of the blender in a dishwasher or microwave oven.

• Do not put your hands or utensils into the jug while blending to avoid personal injury or damage     

   to the machine.

• Never leave an operating blender unattended. Switch the blender off when  you are away from it.

• WARNING: The blades on the Luvele blender are very sharp, please be careful  during operation.

• Never touch or move the blade when the jug is on the blender base.

• Do not use the machine if the blade has come loose or is damaged in any way. Contact Luvele for  

   spare parts.

• WARNING: Do not remove the jug lid to use the tamper. To use tamper open the centre lid plug in  

   the middle of the main jug lid. Insert tamper to use. 

• Do not overload the machine. Ingredients should not exceed the ‘MAX’ line near the top of the  

   jug. When producing a thick mixture, reduce volume accordingly.

• Always operate the machine with the lid plug firmly in place. Only remove the lid  plug to add     

   ingredients or to use the tamper. 

• When blending dry ingredients or producing nut butters & oil based foods, very high 

  temperatures can be generated due to the rotation speed of the blades. 

  Therefore, dry & oil based foods should not be processed for more than 1 minute after ingredients 

  have been fully blended to avoid dangerous overheating.

• The machine needs no special maintenance other than cleaning after each use. If any repairs are   

   needed, please contact Luvele. Never try to repair the machine without permission.

• Use a fire blanket only to extinguish fires on appliance.

   ATTENTION: When operating the machine for the first time, the blender may emit an

   unpleasant smell. This is normal and the smell will disappear as the motor is run-in.
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Safety

This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as:

- Staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;

- Farm houses;

- By clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;

- Bed and breakfast type environments

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 

sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been 

given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for 

their safety. 

Children 8 years and above can use this appliance, however, they should be supervised to 

ensure that they do not play with the appliance. Children should not play with the appliance.

Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children unless they are older than 8 years 

old and supervised.

Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years.

Check the power supply cord for damage from time to time. If the power supply cord is dam-

aged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or a similarly qualified person 

in order to avoid a hazard. Operate appliance only through a professionally installed socket. 

Never remove main cable with wet hands, or lay cable on hot surface, or let cable come into 

contact with oil.

Do not operate outdoors.

Use only designated accessories enclosed and supplied by Luvele. 

This appliance is not intended to be operated by means of external timer or separate 

remote-control system. Supply the correct voltage and do not use extension cables.
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WARNING: Do not attempt to remove the blender jug from the rubber centring pad while the 

motor is in operation.

WARNING: Do not operate the blender base without the blender jug properly in position.

WARNING: If the ingredients stop circulating, DO NOT rock, shake or move the blender jug 

while the motor is running.

 
WARNING: Spinning blades can cause injury. Wait until the blades have completely stopped 

rotating before removing the blender jug. NEVER reach into the blender jug 

while it is placed on the centring pad.

WARNING: The core plate, blades and drive socket may become very hot after 

extended use. DO NOT touch. Allow to cool down before handling or cleaning.

WARNING: Do not fill the 2L PE jug or the 1.75L stainless steel jug with more than 1L  (1qt) of 

hot liquid. 

Safety

! ATTENTION: 
When operating the machine for the first time, the blender may emit an

unpleasant smell. This is normal and the smell will disappear as the 
motor is run-in.

Introduction

The Luvele Vibe Blender System uniquely comes with both a 2L BPA free PE 

plastic jug, as well as a 1.75L stainless steel jug, providing control and flexibility 

for any blending and food processing project in the kitchen. The Luvele Vibe 

Blender System has been designed with superior components and technology, 

creating a world class blending system for home use. 

THE LUVELE VIBE BLENDER SYSTEM IS THE ONLY BLENDER & FOOD PROCESSOR 
YOU WILL NEED IN YOUR LUVELE KITCHEN.

THE GROUND BREAKING 
FEATURES INCLUDE;

Smart-Touch Control Panel

Sound Elimination Technology

Medical Grade Japanese Stainless Steel Blades

German Designed Heavy Duty 1500W Motor

Temperature Sensor Control Technology

360 Quad Vortex technology

♥ ♥
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Features Features

FILLER CAP

JUG LID

SEALING RING

JUG BODY

TEMPERATURE SENSOR PRONGS

JAPANESE STAINLESS STEEL BLADE SET

STAINLESS STEEL CORE PLATE

SOUND ELIMINATION COMPOSITE DRIVE SOCKET

TEMPERATURE SENSOR SOCKET

ALUMINIUM MOTOR SEAT
INCLUDING NON-SLIP RUBBER CENTRING PAD

INTELLIGENT ‘ONE TOUCH’ CONTROL PANEL
& LCD SCREEN

SOUND ELIMINATION BLENDER BASE

NON-SLIP RUBBER FEET & SUCTION PADS

The 1.75 litre stainless steel jug can be used 

for many recipes. It is perfect for making 

hot soups & drinks. The stainless steel jug 

is also ideal to be used as a grain and dry 

jug for grinding ingredients. The high 

quality SS does not absorb odours, and will 

not stain from nuts, grains and herds. The 

sturdy 304 stainless steel construction is also 

perfect for blending ice. 

The 2 litre Jug is made from almost 

unbreakable BPA free, PE plastic. 

It’s great to use when you want to see 

the ingresdients inside the jug and 

the blending process.

MAX level for hot liquids = 1L (1qt)
MAX level for cold liquids = 1.75L (1.85qt)

MAX level for hot liquids = 1L (1qt)
MAX level for cold liquids = 2L (2.1qt)
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Features Features

TAMPER: 

! WARNING 
Only use the tamper when the lid is firmly in 

position and the ingredients 
have stopped circulating.

The tamper allows you to accelerate the process of blending 

very thick or frozen ingredients that cannot be processed 

in a regular blender. Use it to help safely loosen blocked 

ingredients so circulation is maintained during blending. Its 

also helpful when blending nuts to help move and push the 

nuts into the blade. 

Remove the filler cap and insert the tamper with the lid still 

firmly in place. Hold the blender jug handle with one hand 

and with the other move the tamper in a circular motion, and 

up and down to unblock the content of the jug.

The blender jug should not be more than two-thirds full 

when the tamper is used during blending. To avoid 

overheating during blending, DO NOT use the tamper for 

more than 30 consecutive seconds.

    ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE AT WWW.LUVELE.COM

OVEN MITT:

The oven mitt can be used when making 

hot soups or drinks. For example, when 

making a hot soup in the stainless steel 

jug, the outside of the jug will get hot. 

Use the oven mitt to handle & remove 

the jug from the blender base.

CLEANING BRUSH: 

Simply insert the bottom of the cleaning brush under the blades and rotate around the jug to 

clean.

SPATULA:

Use the spatula after blending is finished 

to help scoop out ingredients from jug.

    ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE AT WWW.LUVELE.COM
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Key Technology

K E Y
1

K E Y
2

K E Y 
3

K E Y 
4

SOUND ELIMINATION TECHNOLOGY

While there is no such thing as a silent blender, the Luvele design and engineering 
team worked hard to reduce the amount of noise the Luvele Vibe Blender generates 
during use. After 2 years of development, Luvele created the following key features to 
eliminate as much noise as possible.

Patented air-duct technology, provides fast heat dissipation and 
uniformed air extraction during operation.

High concentricity bearings, central shaft and blade set.

An efficient, high speed motor that functions with low friction levels, allows 
for a highly stable motor during operation . The motor’s fixing bracket, 
which holds the motor in place, has also been engineered with noise 
reduction qualities. 

The Luvele drive socket is made from a composite of metal and PA46. 
PA46 (polyadipic succinimide) is a new type of polyamide resin with a high 
melting point and high crystallinity. It provides unmatched performance for 
demanding applications in which superior heat resistance, design stiffness, 
wear & friction are required. It’s used in automobiles, aerospace and 
military equipment. These qualities help to reduce the noise level of the 
spinning blades during operation and make the drive stock on the Luvele 
Vibe Blender extremely strong and long lasting.

          They are constructed from highly refined    
          420 stainless steel, which is mold quality 
    stainless steel, engineered to exhibit superior 
strength, strong corrosion resistance and high
wear resistance.

The blade set has been designed with a 45 
degree elevation angle, which has proven to be 
the most efficient way to create a strong vortex 
system when blending, leading to superior 
blending results.

MEDICAL GRADE JAPANESE 
STAINLESS STEEL BLADES

The Luvele designed 4-leaf 
stainless steel blades are made with 

medical grade stainless steel 
imported from Japan. 

CONSTRUCTED FROM HIGHLY REFINED 
420 STAINLESS STEEL

Key Technology
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It produces strong torque, robust torsion 
and is efficient and stable at high speeds.

This stability during operation assists to reduce the overall noise level of the blender, 
allowing for a much more comfortable blending experience.

TEMPERATURE SENSOR CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 

The Luvele Vibe Blender System has been designed with an accurate temperature 
control system, to provide full control of blending outcomes. The temperature sensor 
allows you to know what the temperature of the ingredients are in the jug at all times.

This is important when making raw food recipes, as well as making hot soups and 
drinks. 

The Luvele Vibe Blender will automatically turn off when 100 °C (212 °F) is reached
to protect the motor and components

Key Technology

GERMAN DESIGNED HEAVY DUTY 
1500W 

The German designed Luvele motor has 
been constructed with a unique balance 
between high speed and stability when 

in use. 

Key Technology

360 QUAD VORTEX TECHNOLOGY

The Luvele round jug design has four perfectly 
positioned ribs inside the jar. These create an 
omni-directional mixing flow, allowing for a 
complete 360 degree mixing effect on the 
ingredients in the jug. 

Four vortexes are generated between the ribs 
and rotate upward along the jug walls. They 
then fall from the top to the centre of the blade, 
and then form the vortexes again, in a continuous 
loop. This continuous blending loop creates the 
omni-directional mixing flow to comprehensively 
blend ingredients.

SINGLE VORTEX DESIGN

Square jugs generally have minimal or 
no ribs to create multiple vortexes. A 
single vortex in therefore created by the 
four right angles in the jug wall. When the 
blade rotates at high speed, it forms one 
huge vortex, pushing and mixing ingredients
into the four corners of the jug. This does not 
create a sufficient height for the vortex.
It can cause food ingredients inside 
the jug to accumulate in the four corners, 
which does not allow the ingredients to 
flow and blend evenly. SINGLE VORTEX DESIGN



Remove all packaging material before using your Luvele Vibe Blender for the first 
time. Wash the blender jug, blades, lid cover, tamper & spatula before first use in 
warm soapy water. Wipe the blender base with a damp cloth.
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Setup

Now you are ready to set the controls & begin your blending cycle. 
SEE FOLLOWING PAGES.

TIP: 
Due to the Vibe Blender’s power & speed, processing times are much 

quicker than standard blenders. Until you are accustomed to the machine, watch
 the processing time carefully to avoid over processing.

When blending has been completed, press the power switch to turn OFF, 
before removing the blender jug.
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! ATTENTION:
When operating the machine for the first time, the blender may emit an

unpleasant smell. This is normal and the smell will disappear as the motor is run-in.

GENERAL SETUP:

S T E P 
1

S T E P 
2

S T E P 
5

Place the blender base on a level surface, indoors. 

NOTE: 
The Luvele Vibe Blender is equipped with a magnetic induction safety switch. The 
jug needs to be securely placed onto the blender base so it is sitting level. The 

blender will not operate unless the jug is fitted correctly.

Plug the blender into a power source.

! WARNING: 
Do not operate the blender when the blender jug is

empty.

BEFORE USING YOUR VIBE BLENDER:

Setup

S T E P 
6

! WARNING: 
Do not operate the blender 

without the lid securely in position.

TIP: 
Place liquids and soft foods in the 
blender jug first, followed by solid 

items & ice last.

Add the ingredients to the blender jug and ensure that the ingredients do 
not exceed the ‘MAX’ line on the jug. Push the lid, including the middle 
filler cap securely into position before commencing with operation.

To commence blending place the blender jug on the rubber Centring Pad, 
ensuring that it is sitting level.

S T E P 
4

S T E P 
3
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Controls
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1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5

1. Power switch
    Turns blender on or off. 

2. Start / Pause
    Press once to start blending cycle, press  

    again to pause  blending cycle.

3. Setting
    To setup blending cycle

4. Preset soup button
    See page 19 for instructions 

5. Reduce time/speed/temperature
    To setup blending cycle

6. Preset smoothie button
    See page 18 for instructions 

7. Preset nut button
     See page 19 for instructions 

8. Add time/speed/temperature
    To setup blending cycle

9. Pulse button
    See page 21 for instructions 
10. Programmable DIY button
      See page 21 for instructions

11. Variable blade speed display
       View blade speed 1-10

12. Time display
       View cycle time

13. Jug safety display 
       Indicates if jug is in position

14. Blade activated display
       Turns when blade is operational 

15. Temperature display
       Shows current temperature of

       ingredients in blender.

TIP: 
Use your finger tips to operate touch panel controls. Always use clean hands before operating 

the touch panel control. Wipe off any water or liquid from the touch panel before operation.

Controls

Setting The Controls:
The Luvele Vibe Blender System comes with an innovative ‘one touch’ control panel. With the 

simple touch of a button you can fine-tune the texture for any recipe. There are four options to 

create and setup a blending cycle.

NOTE: Please be sure to read all four options for setting a blending cycle to gain a clear under-

standing of how to set & use your Luvele Vibe Blender System. 

The Luvele Vibe Blender comes with 3 preprogrammed custom cycles, including smoothies, 

soup and nuts. To select one of these preprogrammed cycles, simply press the ‘power switch’, 

then press the preprogrammed cycle of your choice, then press the ’start’ button and the 

blending cycle will commence. 

Smoothie = Perfect for making smoothies of all kinds. We have preprogrammed the smoothie 

button to blend for 60 seconds, to make sure smoothies are smooth, creamy and delicious 

and that the nutrients have been released from their cells. We have set the temperature 

to reach a maximum of 38 °C (100 °F) before the cycle stops, this is to protect the 

Power Switch Start

Smoothie

1.  PRE-PROGRAMMED
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Controls

Soup = The preprogrammed soup button will run for as long as it takes for the temperature 

to reach 90 °C (194 °F). Once the temperature sensor hits 90 °C (194 °F) the cycle 

will stop. 

The length of the soup cycle, combined with the speed of the motor, heats the ingredients 

to 90 °C (194 °F). When preparing a soup recipe, remember that the speed of the blade 

generates enough heat to warm the ingredients, therefore, do not add liquids or ingredients 

over 45° C (115° F) to the jug when preparing soups or other hot recipes. 

Nuts = The nut cycle will run for 120 seconds or will stop if the temperature reaches 

100° C (212° F). When blending nuts always make sure the ingredients fully cover the blade. 

The tamper is an important accessory when blending nuts. Use the tamper to move 

and push nuts into the blade.  

Power Switch Start

Soup Nuts

! WARNING: 
When making hot soup or drinks, do not fill either jug with more 

than 1L (1qt) of liquid and ingredients. 

TIP: 
The pulse function can come in handy when processing nuts. Use the pulse button to 

get the mixture stared, then switch to the nut function to finish.

2.  MANUAL SETTING

The manual setting allows you to set a one-time blending cycle manually, 

controlling the blade speed, the temperature and the time. To set, press the power 

button, then use the ‘reduce speed’ & ‘add speed’ arrow buttons to first set the blade 

rotation speed. 

Once blade speed is set, press the setting button again to set the time using the 

‘reduce time’ & ‘add time’ arrow buttons once more.

When the time is set, press the setting button one more time to set the temperature. 

When you are happy with all three settings, simply press the play button to begin the

blending cycle. 

NOTE: 
When setting the temperature, you are setting the highest temperature you 

would like to achieve before the blender cycle stops. If the temperature that is set

is reached before the time is finished, then the blender cycle will stop.  

NOTE: 
Manual setting needs to be set every time you run a blending cycle. 

The settings are not saved.

Power Switch Start

Setting
Reduce time/speed/temperature

Add time/speed/temperature
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Controls
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Tips

The DIY memory button is a highly innovative feature on the Luvele Vibe Blender. It allows 

you to program and save a blending cycle of your choice. Once you have programmed 

a cycle, it will be saved until you program in a new blending cycle. 

To set, use the following instructions;

Press the power switch to turn on the blender. Then press and hold down the DIY memory 

button for 3 seconds until it beeps once. Use the ‘reduce speed’ & ‘add speed’ arrow 

buttons to first set the blade rotation speed (1 to 10). Once blade speed is set, press the 

setting button again to set the time using the ‘reduce time’ & ‘add time’ arrow buttons.

Press the setting button once more and use the ‘reduce temperature’ & ‘add temperature’ 

arrow buttons to set temperature. Once all three settings have been set, press and hold 

the DIY memory button for three seconds, it will beep three times. This means the settings 

have been saved. You can now use this blending cycle by simply pressing the start button. 

3.  DIY MEMORY
 

Power Switch Start

Setting Reduce time/speed/temperature
Add time/speed/temperature

Pulse

DIY memory 

4.  PULSE CONTROL:

The pulse button is used for chopping, mincing, whipping, or other blending tasks that 

do not require a long blend cycle. It allows short controlled bursts of operation. 

Press down and hold to operate. To stop operation, release the button.

NOTE:  The DIY button will save the cycle until it is reprogrammed again. Meaning, if you 

turn the blender off and turn it back on again, press the DIY button, then press the start 

button it will run through the same blending cycle as saved. 

The Luvele Vibe Blender has a 10-speed blade system. The blade speed

can be set to between 1 and 10. 1 being the slowest and 10 the fastest speed.

BLENDER SPEED:

Blending on high speed (10) can be used for most ingredients like fruit and vegetable 

juices, soups, shakes, smoothies, frozen mixtures, purées, nut butters and for grinding 

grains. Processing times will generally be less than one minute and some recipes will 

take less than 30 seconds. Blending at the high speed (10) provides the best results 

when breaking down ice, frozen fruits, whole fruits and vegetables, and grains to a 

smooth lump-free consistency. 

TIP: 
Use the high speed setting as often as possible to achieve the most uniform 

consistency. 

If the ingredients do not circulate on the high speed, the machine may be overloaded 

or may have trapped an air bubble. Carefully remove the filler cap, while making sure 

the lid stays firmly in place. Release the air bubble by inserting the tamper through 

the filler cap opening. If circulation problems continue, reduce the machine speed. 

A lower speed may allow food to circulate when a higher speed does not. The pulse

button can also be used to help circulate ingredients that have become stuck. 

TIPS FOR BLENDING ICE:

We recommend using the stainless steel jug when blending ice. To blend ice, place the ice 

cubes into the blender jug.   Attach the lid and filler cap and place on the centring pad. 

Press and release the pulse button, repeat until the desired consistency is reached. Add a 

little water and flavouring through the filler cap opening for a slushier consistency.
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Tips
BLENDER JUG CLEANING: 

TAMPER, LID AND FILLER CAP:
Separate each of these parts, and then wash them in warm soapy water. Rinse 

under running water, and dry.

MOTOR BASE: 
Before cleaning the base be sure to unplug the blender. Wash the outside surface with a 

damp soft cloth or sponge, which has been rinsed in a mild solution of liquid detergent and 

warm water. Do not place the motor base in water.

Cleaning

! WARNING: 
Be careful while cleaning around 
the blades, as the blades are very 

sharp.

IMPORTANT: 
To ensure continued and effective performance, do not put the 

blender jug, lid, filler cap or tamper in the dishwasher.

! WARNING: 
Never wash the blender by 
putting hands into the jug.

Fill the blender jug half full with warm water and add a couple drops of 
liquid dish washing detergent to the jug. Then place the lid and filler cap 
into position. Turn the blender on using the pulse button for approximately 

30 seconds. Turn off the blender and rinse the jug under running water. The cleaning 
brush accessory provided can be used before or after the above steps to clean 
thoroughly under and around the blade set. Simply insert the bottom of the cleaning 
brush under the blade and rotate around the jug.  Always dry jug upside down for 
best cleanning results.

Minerals from fruits and leafy greens can cause a film to build up on the 
blender jug overtime. To assist in removal of film, pour one cup of white 
distilled vinegar into the jug, then fill half-full with warm water. Let soak for 

several hours, or overnight, then pour the contents out and use the cleaning brush to 
clean the inside of the container. 

For a deeper clean, place four cups of water and four cups of white dis-
tilled vinegar into the jug and let it soak for about four hours. Pour contents 
out and rinse thoroughly. 

S T E P 
1

S T E P 
2

S T E P 
3

TIPS FOR BLENDING DRY INGREDIENTS:
We recommend using the stainless steel jug when grinding dry ingredients. The 

preprogrammed nut button is useful when grinding dry ingredients. 

Do not operate the blender for more than 120 seconds when processing dry ingredients. 

Grinding dry ingredients for more than two minutes could damage your blender.

The pulse function can come in handy when processing dry ingredients. Nuts and seeds

can contain a lot of oil and will turn into nut and seed butter if blended enough. Use the 

pulse button for more accurate control and consistency. 

When blending dry items always be sure to add enough to cover the blades completely. 

Conversely, adding too much to the blender jug can overload it. 

The tamper is an important accessory when blending dry ingredients. Use the tamper 

to move and push ingredients into the blade. See page 10 for more information on 

using the tamper.  

Regular blending of dry ingredients may result in cosmetic marring of the 2L plastic blender 

jug and cause the blades to become dull over time. 

Grinding some herbs may release oils, causing the plastic jug to discolour permanently. 

Others have strong odours that may linger in the plastic container, affecting the flavour of 

other foods. To overcome this issue we recommend using the stainless steel jug when 

processing these ingredients.  The grinding of some herbs and spices may also cause the 

blade to dull over time.

TIPS FOR BLENDING HOT LIQUIDS:
Escaping steam, splashes or contents may scald.  To secure the hot contents, place the 

lid and filler cap securely in place prior to operating the blender. Always allow hot liquids 

to stand for a few moments to permit steam to escape before processing.

! WARNING: 
Never remove the lid or filler cap 
or add ingredients while the hot 
contents are being processed. 

When the processing of the hot 

ingredients has been completed, 

removed the filler cap carefully to allow 

excess steam to escape.



END RESULTS ARE UNEVEN:
Reduce the amount of ingredients in the blender jug. Ensure all ingredients are cut 
approximately the same size.

INGREDIENTS ARE TOO FINE:
Use the pulse function to prevent over processing.

LIQUID IS SPILLING OUT THE BLENDER JUG:
Reduce the amount of ingredients in the jug and make sure the lid and filling cap are 
securely in place.

MY JUG IS SCRATCHED OR FOGGY: 
Depending on the food items being blended and the amount of use the blender 
receives, the Luvele Vibe Blender jug may require replacing from time to time. 
Luvele offers replacement jug and blade sets on our website www.luvele.com.

AUTOMATIC OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
The automatic overload protection feature is designed to protect the motor and 
prevent the blender from overheating. If the automatic overload protection is 
activated it will cause the motor to shut off and possibly emit a light odour. If your 
automatic overload protection should ever be activated, then unplug blender and 
rest for up to 45 minutes in a cool place.

LOCKING NUT & BEARINGS:
In the event that the stainless steel core plate or bearings at the bottom of your 
blender jug loosen and no longer securely hold the blade set in place, 

DO NOT CONTINUE TO USE THE BLENDER. 
You can order a new jug or contact Luvele at support@luvele.com for assistance. 
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Troubleshooting

The Luvele Vibe Blender System is backed by our 2 Year Total Cover Warranty. 
Our warranty will covers any manufacturing fault with the product and will also cover 
damage caused during transit. Your warranty starts from the purchase date of your 
Luvele product.

To register your warranty please visit;
www.luvele.eu/warranty for EU registrations 
www.luvele.co.uk/warranty for UK registrations 
www.luvele.com/warranty for USA registrations 
www.luvele.com.au/warranty for Australian registrations 

If your product was ordered through a separate retailer then please keep store 
invoice for warranty claims.

Warranty Process
We want to make any warranty claim as simple as possible for you. All you need to 
do is contact us at support@luvele.com and provide us information about the 
problem you are having with your item. 
Firstly, we will suggest some troubleshooting ideas to establish whether or not the 
issue can be fixed without a return. Photos of the fault may be requested if and where 
appropriate, and if it will ensure a faster resolution.

We are here to help, so please email us and the best solution to meet your needs will 
be offered. support@luvele.com.
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Warranty
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Notes
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